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ABSTRACT

An apparatus for conducting resonant footing tests
upon undisturbed soils includes an oscillatable me
chanical structure with attachable electrical means for

causing both oscillation of the structure and measure
ment of the behavior of the soil under test. The appa
ratus is transportable to the site at which the test is
conducted on soil in-situ, and is adapted to be em

ployed under selective loadings applied downwardly
upon the oscillatable structure.

5 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view indicating the relation
ship of suitable electrical equipment with respect to
mechanical portions of the apparatus when conducting

RESQNANT FOGTING TEST APPARATUS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Determination of the shear-modulus of a given soil is
often a prerequisite to the designing of civil engineering

an in-situ soil test.

Referring ?rst to FIG. 1, in contrast to conventional

resonant testing equipment disposed in holes beneath
the ground surface or used with core samples in a labo
ratory, the present invention involves the use of a
sturdy mechanical oscillator structure which may be
readily transported to a ?eld site with a vehicular appa
ratus and be connected to such vehicular apparatus
during the conduct of a test. A vehicular drill rig 10
adapted for other usages, but having a load cell 11 and
a hydraulic system for supplying an axial loading on the
footing provides a support in the ?eld for a rigid gener

or construction projects, and apparatus for use in cer

tain types of such determinations is disclosed in the pa
tents to Hardin et al. No. 3,362,216 and Hardin No.

3,643,498. However, apparatus as disclosed therein is
usually of a compact form requiring careful assembly
and manufacturing techniques with commensurate
cost, and, moreover, is not suited for the testing in-situ

of an undisturbed soil layer. Analytical design tech
niques providing for the determination of shear

ally vertically disposed rod 12. At its lower end the rod

modulus values, based upon the vibration of an elastic
half space of soil in-situ with measurements of the reso

is engageable in a ball joint 13 with a horizontal beam
114 forming a part of a comparatively massive frame
work, and to enhance this mass weights such as 15, 16
are supported at the ends of the beam. Since the oscil

nant frequency of a torsionally vibrating circular foot
ing placed on that half space, are available. The present

invention, therefore, is directed to making available to

lator is to function in an unobstructed area above the
- ground and since a substantial leverage is to be exerted

the designer a resonant footing test apparatus with
which these measurements may be obtained in a sim

'upon the central footing member later to be described,

ple, accurate and rapid manner, and without having to

make allowances for errors which would be attribut 25 the weights may be spaced an appreciable distance
apart, for example about nine feet, and located out
able to the testing of a sample removed from the site.

board of the framework.
Inboard of the weights a polygonal or round frame
work, here shown as square with sides ll7, 18, 19 and
SUMMARY
The resonant footing test apparatus of the present in 30I 20, isrigidly supported beneath and attached to the
beam and is provided with rigid cross braces 21, 22 at
vention employs a mechanical oscillator structure with
two of its interior corners. Rigidly attached at one end
means for applying selected downwardly directed load
to the interior faces of the framework is a series of sym

ings thereon. The structure includes a central footing
metrically spaced equal length spokes 30, 31, 32 and
member having ground-engaging blades and a frame
33 which'are, rigidly attached at their other ends to the
work surrounding the footing member and attached 35 central member 34 which is to be oscillated during the
thereto by spokes which are ?exible in a horizontal
conduct of the test. These spokes preferably are in the
plane. An arm attached to the footing member extends
form of leaf springs which ?ex torsionally in a horizon
into proximity with the framework and a coil and mag
tal plane, but which are rigid vertically. Moreover, in
net assembly is interposed between the distal end of the
comparison with the masses of the apparatus to which
arm and the framework. A seismic pickup carried by 40 the spokes are attached they are essentially weightless.
the arm signals the displacement of the footing member
when electrical current is supplied to the coil.
As best seen in FIGS. 3 and 4, the ground-engaging
Among the objects of the invention are the provision
footing member may be constructed of a tubular por
of an improved reasonant footing test apparatus for
tion 33 to the bottom of which a round disc 36 is rigidly
conducting soil tests-in-situ and which avoids errors 45 but detachably secured. This disc on its lower face has
due to working with disturbed soil samples; the provi
a plurality of symmetrically arranged radial slots into
sion of a footing test apparatus with which shear
which corresponding thin blades, such as shown at 37
modulus values of soil under selected loadings may be
to 43, are securely af?xed, and with their lower edges

rapidly determined; the provision of a heavy-duty,
comparatively simple and inexpensive footing test ap
paratus; and the provision of a transportable footing
test apparatus which may be installed in testing position
with a reduced amount of labor.

50

projecting far enough, for example about three-eighths
inch below the disc to provide a ?rm coupling with the
ground. Rigidly attached to the portion 35 at its oppo

site end is an elongated member having symmetrical
arms 44, 45 with their distalends extending to adjacent

These and other objects and advantages of the inven
the braces 21, 22 of the framework. For the purpose of
tion will become more apparent as the desription pro 55 applying a forcing torque on the surface of the half
ceeds and when considered in conjunction with the ac
space of the ground under test, a conventional coil and

companying drawings in which
FIG. 1 is a perspective view indicatingthe testing
equipment and associated structure in readiness for

permanent magnet assembly is employed to produce
this torque electromagnetically. Since space limitations
are no problem, as contrasted with the structure dis

conducting a ?eld test.
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the ?eld oscillator structure.

closed in the afore-mentioned patents, an inexpensive

member to a larger scale and taken on line 4-4 of FIG.

being connected in series by means of conductors ex
tending from a terminal board 54 mounted on the

and easily maintained coil and magnet assembly may
thus be employed.
FIG. 3 is a bottom face view of the ground-engaging
For example, a pair of posts 50, 51 may be mounted
member.
65 on the braces 21, 22 and support laterally a pair of cy
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of the ground-engaging
lindrical coils 52, 53, respectively, with these coils

2, and

3
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framework. Cooperatively mounted on one side of the
distal ends of arms llld, 45 are hollow cylindrical perma
nent magnets 55, 5&5 within which the coils are adapted

arms provides a signal from the seismic pick-up veloc
ity transducers 57, 58 which then is read on a conven~

tional X-Y oscilloscope 63 and such reading is used to
detect resonance of the footing soil system. The fre
quency of oscillation corresponding to this resonance

to move when an electrical current, which varies sinu

soidally with time and which current is adapted to be
supplied at selected and variable frequencies, is sup

is then read from the signal generator 61 and recorded

plied to the coils.
On the opposite sides of the distal ends of one or both

for use in the analytical design formulas to be used in

determining the shear-modulus of the soil under those

of the arms a conventional seismic pick-up means is
mounted and by means of a conductor extending to the

particular test conditions.
Alternately, the movement of the arms may be re
flected by a conventional accelerometer 57A con

terminal board provides a signal for the measurement
of the movement of the vibrating feeting in contact
with the soil under test. Preferably this pick-up means
comprises velocity transducers 57, 58 connected in se
ries although only one such transducer may be em

nected'through a charge ampli?er 64 and which signal
is then similarly read on the oscilloscope 63A.
As will be understood, in the conduct of tests upon
the soil a number of such tests are made at differing

ployed without departing from the invention. Also, if

loadings on the footing member before the apparatus
is moved to another in-situ testing site. If such subse
quent site is relatively close to the ?rst site and move

preferred, an accelerometer type of pick-up may be

employed in lieu of the velocity transducer.

As will be apparent, the framework and attached
ment can be made without substantial shock to the
beam M and weights l5, l6 have such a large rota~ 20 equipment, the electrical equipment may be moved by
tional inertia, as compared with the footing member
hand and the mechanical oscillator structure moved by
and its arms, that essentially a ?xed reaction is pro
the
vehicle 10 without detachment of the rod 12 from
vided against which the forcing torque of the coils and
the load cell structure.
magnets will react. Accordingiy, upon application of
this torque the footing member and the half space of 25 Having thus described a preferred form of apparatus
for conducting resonant footing tests in the ?eld, it will
soil upon which it presses will oscillate while the frame
be understood that the invention may be embodied in
work will remain stationary. Moreover, this relation
other forms than that described as being the preferred
ship is not disturbed as variable loadings are applied by
form.
pressures directed downwardly by rod 18.
What is claimed is:
In general, reliable data may be obtained when the
l. A ?eld resonant footing test apparatus comprising
loadings measured on the load cell range from 5 psi to
a mechanical oscillator structure, means for selectively
50 psi and when applied to footing member plates 36
applying a downwardly directed loading upon said
having from l square inch to 100 square inches of
structure; said structure including a centrally disposed
ground-engaging surfaces. It is contemplated that a
range of plates as with different ground-engaging sur 35 footing member having radially extending ground
engaging blades on its lower face, a framework in sur
faces and carry different lengths of blades may be se

rounding relation to said member and joined thereto by

cured to the housing 35 when desired, and without fur

a plurality of supporting spokes ?exible in a horizontal
plane, said member having an arm extending into prox
imity to said framework, a coil amd magnet assembly
interposed between the distal end of said arm and said
framework; means for applying a forcing torque to said
coil and magnet assembly, and means for measuring the
movement of said footing member with said blades

ther modi?cation of the mechanical oscillator struc
ture.

The described apparatus will normally be transported
to the work site with the electrical source detached
from the terminal board and with rod 12 detached from
the load cell. Upon arrival at the work site a small area

of ground surface is leveled, and is cleared of unrepre
sentative soil, but not otherwise disturbed, and the 45 coupled with the ground and during the application of
said loading and said torque.
footing member is placed thereon. The rod 12 is then
2. Footing test apparatus as defined in claim 1
connected to the load cell and the entire weight of the
wherein said mechanical oscillator structure includes a

mechanical oscillator structure is permitted to rest on

the footing member; it being apparent that any devia
tion between the planes in which the footing member
and‘ the drill rig wheels are resting will be accomodated
by the ball joint 113. The hydraulic system of the drill rig
is then connected to the load cell in readiness for appli
cation of loadings to the footing member.
Referring now to H6. 5, a source of alternating cur
rent 60 which may be a small internal combustion en
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beam extending transversely of said framework and rig
idly attached thereto, said means for applying the load
ing including a rod joined to said beam by a ball joint.
3,. Footing test apparatus as de?ned in claim 2 includ

ing weights carried by said beam adjacent the ends
and located outboard of said framework.
554 thereof
4. Footing test apparatus as defined in claim

gine driven generator (not shown) serves a conven
tional signal generator M which may be an adjustable

11
wherein said arm is attached adjacent its center to said
footing member and has two distal ends in proximity to

frequency type HPZOOAB oscillator and which in turn

said framework with coil and magnet assemblies being

is then connected at the site to the terminal board 54 60 interposed between each of said distal ends and said
and thence to coils 52, 53. if desired, an ampli?er 62
framework.
,
may be employed in this circuit.
,
5. Footing test apparatus as defined in claim 1
The reaction of the current flow in the coils upon the
wherein said means for measuring the movement of
permanent magnets causes oscillation of the arms 44,
said footing member includes a seismic pickup unit
45 to occur and to be transmitted with leverage upon 65 mounted on said arm adjacent said coil and magnet as

the footing member which is coupled to the ground half
space by means of the blades. The movement of the

sembly.
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